Tumor control and therapeutic gain with different schedules of combined radiotherapy and local external hyperthermia in human cancer.
Tumor control and therapeutic gain have been evaluated in a series of studies on patients with multiple lesions employing different protocols of combined radiotherapy (RT) and local external hyperthermia (HT). Tumor response has been evaluated during a follow-up ranging 6 to 18 months. Therapeutic enhancement factor (TEF) was defined as the ratio of thermal enhancement (TE) of tumors to TE of skin, where TE was clinically evaluated as the ratio of percent response (i.e., complete tumor clearance and moist desquamation, respectively) after combined modality to percent response after RT alone. Local tumor control was constantly better in lesions treated with any combined modalities in comparison with RT alone. The use of high RT dose per fraction appeared to increase tumor control only in the combined modalities groups, the immediate (so called "simultaneous") schedule (HT at 42.5 degrees C/45 min, applied immediately after each RT fraction, twice a week) being more effective than the delayed (so called "sequential") treatment (HT at 42.5 degrees C/45 min, delivered 4 h after each RT fraction, twice a week). The combination of high RT dose per fraction with high temperature HT (45 degrees C for 30 min) achieved the best tumor control. No increased radiation skin reaction was observed when a conventional fraction size of RT was used (3 daily fractions of 1.5-2 Gy, 4 h interval between fractions) in association with HT (42.5 degrees C/45 min, every other day, immediately after the second daily RT fraction). A remarkable enhancement of skin reaction was observed, however, when using high RT doses per fraction in association with 42.5 degrees C HT, especially with the immediate treatment schedule. No enhancement of skin reaction was obtained after high RT doses per fractions and 45 degrees C HT because an active skin cooling by means of circulating cold water was used in these cases. Consequently, a good TEF (1.58) was obtained when conventional RT doses per fraction were used in association with 42.5 degrees C HT. TEF values of 1.40 and 1.15 were observed when high RT doses per fraction were employed in association with the delayed and immediate 42.5 degrees C HT, respectively. HT at 45 degrees C can be safely employed only when tumors can be heated selectively or at least preferentially in comparison with normal tissue; in the lesions treated with such a schedule a TEF of 2.10 was obtained.